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Abstract

In this article we compare the computational efficiency and accuracy of the Fast
Algorithm for Maxwell’s Equations and the MIT Photonic Bands package. We apply
the packages to three unique crystals at different simulation resolutions and compare
the results to high-resolution reference data. In general FAME achieves lower com-
putation times per wave-vector than MPB, although the relative difference decreases
with higher resolutions. FAME exhibits higher error for two out of three crystals
regardless of resolution, and for one crystal FAME exhibits an MSE that is several
orders of magnitude higher than that of MPB. From these results, FAME could be a
situational replacement for MPB, but does not have a clear advantage in the general
case. Keywords: photonic crystals, Maxwell’s equations, MIT Photonic Bands
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1 Introduction

Photonic crystals (PhCs) are materials with periodically changing refractive indices. PhCs
have widely used industrial applications [1, 2], and while three-dimensional (3D) PhCs are
not yet commercialized several industrial applications have already been proposed [3].
As such, PhCs are an active field of research, and there is much demand for simulation
software for PhCs, including software that can simulate 3D PhCs.

The behavior of light in such 3D PhCs can be described with the 3D Maxwell’s equations.
The MIT Photonic-Bands (MPB) program has been one of the most widely used programs
for simulating such photonic bands in 3D PhCs using Maxwell’s equations for over 20
years [4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. In recent years, however, the authors of [9] have been working on a
new Fast Algorithm for Maxwell’s Equations (FAME) that has the potential to provide
a significant performance increase for PhCs. If true, this would be valuable for research,
since simulations using MPB can take impractical amounts of time for realistic crystal
sizes.

However, because the FAME package is relatively new it may not be clear to optics re-
searchers whether this new method is actually faster than MPB, and if so, to what extent.
Furthermore, since the numerical methods used in FAME and MPB might differ in ac-
curacy, it is unclear whether the accuracy of FAME is sufficient to be a substitute for
MPB.

In this paper, we perform an analysis of the computational complexity of both FAME and
MPB by applying the packages to three different crystal structures. We also compare the
results in order to determine if FAME has a significant difference in accuracy compared
to MPB. This information will allow researchers to make an informed decision on whether
to use FAME or MPB for computing the behavior of light in PhCs.

1.1 Physics of photonic crystals

A photonic crystal lattice is a Bravais lattice, meaning the lattice is made of a primitive
cell Ωp that is repeated and translated by integer multiples of the primitive translation
vectors. This if the translation vectors are ã1, ã2, and ã3, then the primitive cell is
repeated at every kã1 + lã2 + mã3 where k, l,m ∈ Z. This primitive cell is formed by
the set Ωp := {aã1 + bã2 + cã3 : (a, b, c) ∈ [0, 1]3}. The number of translation vectors is
equal to the number of dimensions of the photonic crystal, so while a 3D crystal uses 3
lattice vectors, a 2D crystal can be described with only 2, etc. The crystal is defined the
primitive cell’s shape, size, and material distribution, where vacuum is one of the possible
materials. These materials can have different refractive indices, which gives the crystal
it’s interesting properties.

We model the propagation of light through a photonic crystal using the 3D time-harmonic
Maxwell’s equations [9]:

∇× E = iωB, ∇×H = −iωD, (1)

∇ ·B = 0, ∇ ·D = 0,

where E is the electric field, H is the magnetic field, B is the magnetic density, D is the
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flux density, and ω is the frequency. These satisfy the constitutive relations:

B = µH + ζE and D = εE + ξH, (2)

where ε is the electric permittivity and µ is the magnetic permeability. In this article
we only consider materials that are isotropic, meaning ε is constant within a material,
nondispersive, meaning waves of all frequencies travel at the same speeds in the material,
and where µ = 1 and ζ = ξ = 0.

A PhCs photonic band structure is the function ω = ω(k). It describes the frequencies
that ω can attain depending on the direction the light travels in, called the wave-vector.
The band structure is normally given along a path of wave-vectors called the Brillouin
path, which is determined by the type of Bravais lattice the crystal has and crosses points
of high symmetry.

2 Summary of the FAME package

In the following section we provide a cursory overview of the FAME algorithm as described
in [9]. FAME computes band structures of a crystal given the lattice structure, which is
characterized by the lattice translation vectors ã1, ã2, and ã3, the electric permittivities
in the material and in the vacuum, respectively εin and εo.

Broadly speaking FAME is based on using Yee’s finite-difference scheme [10] to discretize
the operators used in Maxwell’s equations, such as the curl operator. With this scheme
each cell is split into a grid with mesh sizes n1, n2, n3 along the x, y, and z axes respectively.
Then the partial derivative at a point is approximated by the difference of the next adjacent
points. This discretized form leads to a Generalized Eigenvalue Problem (GEP) which,
for the materials considered in this article, simplifies to

C∗Ce = λBεe,

and
CB−1

ε C∗h = λh.

The FAME algorithm calculates the band structure using the eigenpairs obtained from
solving this GEP. Each eigenvalue corresponds to a frequency in the band structure, specif-
ically λ = ω2, and the eigenvector to the corresponding field, e being electrical and h
magnetic.

Firstly, FAME addresses the issue that the lattice translation vectors do not necessarily
align with the Cartesian coordinates, which means discretizing over the lattice cell Ωp

directly may induce a large number of stair errors [11]. To correct this, we derive an
equivalent cuboid computational cell. Firstly, QR factorization with column pivoting is
used to take

Q̃R =
[
ã1 ã2 ã3

]
Π,

where Q̃ is orthonormal, R is upper triangular, and Π is a permutation matrix. R cor-
responds to the vectors which have been rotated so that the first vector aligns with the
Cartesian x-axis and the second vector is in the xy-plane, Q̃ is the rotation matrix which
produces the necessary rotation, and Π is the permutation matrix which permutes the
columns to match the new order after column pivoting. Then we let

S := diag(sign(R1,1), sign(R2,2), sign(R3,3)),
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so that SR has a positive diagonal. This ensures the computational cell we work with is
positive. Then we let

[
a1 a2 a3

]
= SR. In order to make sure the rotation is still correct

we let Q := Q̃S, which cancels out the adjustment of R. These new vectors represent x, y,
and z respectively, but are not yet orthogonal. That is why we take the computational
cell Ωc = [0,a1(1)]× [0,a2(2)]× [0,a3(3)] ⊂ R3 (where al(n) is the n-th component of al),
which is cuboid and therefore aligns properly with the Cartesian coordinates, mitigating
error.

For the next step, we generate Ωp,m, the set of points in Ωp that are actually inside of
the nonvacuum material, instead of in the vacuum. This construction is defined in [12]
as a union of spheres and cylinders of varying lengths and radii that make up the crystal
structure. Finally, using this definition of Ωp,m, we derive a diagonal matrix Eε that
represents the electric permittivity at each sampling point for the finite-difference scheme.
Since the finite-difference scheme splits every cell into an n1 × n2 × n3 grid we map a grid
point rc ∈ Ωc onto a point in the primitive cell. We use

c̃ = Π
[
a1 a2 a3

]−1
rc,

and
rp =

[
ã1 ã2 ã3

]
(c̃− ⌊c̃⌋).

We use c̃−⌊c̃⌋ instead of c̃ to translate the point into the primitive cell (this is permitted
due to periodicity of the crystal structure). Then the corresponding electric permittivity
is εin if rp ∈ Ωp,m and εo otherwise. Using this projection we can define Bε as

Bε =

Bc,x

Bc,y

Bc,z

 ,

where if i = 0, . . . , n1 − 1, j = 0, . . . , n2 − 1, k = 0, . . . , n3 − 1 represent the x, y, and z
indices within a cell, l = 1 + i+ n1j + n1n2k, and

δx =
a1(1)

n1
, δy =

a2(2)

n2
, δz =

a3(3)

n3
,

then Bc,x(l, l), the diagonal element on the l-th row and column of Bc,x, is the electric
permittivity corresponding to the grid point rc = [(i − 1

2δx, jδy, kδz], and similarly for
Bc,y and Bc,z, except that the 1

2 offset is with respect to the corresponding axis. All
non-diagonal entries are 0, and so Bε is also diagonal. This offset and threefold repetition
in Bε is in accordance with Yee’s finite-difference scheme, since the matrix will be used
together with the discretization of the curl operator C.

Next, we perform a Singular Value Decomposition of C in order to significantly speed up
matrix operations. C has the form

C =

 0 −C3 C2

C3 0 −C1

−C2 C1 0

 .

The definitions of Cl are outside of the scope of this introduction1, however a cursory
explanation is as follows:

1For details see [13].
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Let E =
[
E1(x) E2(x) E3(x)

]T
denote the function for the electric field. In order to rep-

resent the offset with respect to each dimension used in Yee’s finite-difference scheme, we
define xl(i, j, k) = (iδx, jδy, kδz)+∆l where ∆1 = ( δx2 , 0, 0),∆2 = (0,

δy
2 , 0),∆3 = (0, 0, δz2 ).

Then each El(x) is sampled at the points xl(i, j, k), and the point x = (iδx, jδy, kδz) corre-
sponds to the indexm = i+jn1+kn1n2, meaning El(xl(:, :, :)) is arranged in column-major
order [13]. Using these we can discretize the partial derivatives of E:

C1El(m) =
El(xl(i+ 1, j, k))− El(xl(i, j, k))

δx
, l = 2, 3,

C2El(m) =
El(xl(i, j + 1, k))− El(xl(i, j, k))

δy
, l = 1, 3,

C3El(m) =
El(xl(i, j, k + 1))− El(xl(i, j, k))

δz
, l = 1, 2,

thus the matrices Cl represent using Yee’s finite difference scheme to approximate the
partial derivative w.r.t. x, y, and z.

By finding eigenvectors of submatrices Cl we can construct a matrix T that diagonalizes
all three Cl-s simultaneously so that ClT = TΛl. Finally we use these to derive Ur, Σr,
Vr such that C = UrΣrV

∗
r . we can emulate multiplication of T with a vector using FFT-

based matrix-vector multiplication, which allows for much faster multiplication and does
not require loading all of T into memory, since that is infeasible. This multiplication will
be necessary while solving the GEP.

The GEP that follows directly from Maxwell’s equations has a rather large null-space,
meaning the null space makes up for approximately one third of all eigenvalues. This
makes it inefficient to solve directly, since the large null space affects the convergence to
the desired solution of the GEP. However, we can deflate the null space by rewriting the
GEP in terms of the matrices derived in the SVP, obtaining the null-space free standard
eigenvalue problem (NFSEP) [14]

Arx =
(
ΣrV

∗
r B

−1
ε VrΣr

)
x = λx

and eliminating a third of the eigenvalues. This NFSEP can be solved using the inverse
Lanczos method. This yields eigenpairs for the preconditioned problem, after which we can
derive the correct electrical field with e = B−1

ε VrΣrx. This yields the target eigenpairs.
From the eigenvalues we can calculate the band structure, commonly only taking the
smallest few since these are often the most defining.

3 Methodology

In order to adequately compare FAME and MPB we will consider both the computation
times for equivalent resolutions, ranging from 4× 4× 4 to 128× 128× 128, except in the
2D case, where the third dimension resolution is trivially 1 and the other resolutions are
chosen more ‘spaced-out’ from 20 to 100, since time measurements at too low resolutions
might be inaccurate. These metrics will be compared for three selected crystal structures,
depicted here. Figure 1 shows the 2-dimensional crystal, Figure 2 shows the commonly
used ‘inverse woodpile’ structure, and Figure 3 shows a regular woodpile structure with
blocks instead of cylinders, to compare the accuracy when sharp edges are involved. Note
that the latter two images show the approximate form of the crystal, but the crystals
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Figure 1: The 2D structure.

Figure 2: The inverse woodpile structure. Source: [15]

Figure 3: The inverse woodpile structure. Source: [16]
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used in this article are subtly different. In the first part of this section we will list the
exact properties of the three selected structures, in the second part we will discuss the
methodology for comparing computing time, and in the second part we will cover accuracy.

The 2D crystal has a square lattice of 1 × 1 and is filled with a material with an electric
permittivity of 12.1, except in the region within the inscribed circle centered at

(
1
2 ,

1
2

)
with

radius 1
2 , where the permittivity is 1. The inverse woodpile has a cubic lattice of 1×1×1,

filled with material with a permittivity of 12.1 except in the regions contained in the four
cylinders: two centered along the lines

(
t, 12 , 0

)
and

(
t, 0, 12

)
, respectively, and two centered

along the lines
(
1
2 ,

1
4 , t

)
and

(
0, 34 , t

)
, all with radius 0.24. Every point contained in one

or more of these cylinders has an electric permittivity of 1. Finally, the sharp woodpile
is essentially the same except the cylinders are blocks that are centered on the same lines
but have a total width and height of 1

4 , ensuring they touch but do not overlap. It is also
not inverse, so the material inside the blocks has a permittivity of 10.89 while the material
outside the blocks has a permittivity of 1.

Next we compare the computing time required for the selected crystals. These are simu-
lated at several resolutions and the average execution time per wave-vector is measured
(only the time spent on individual wave-vectors, not initialization time). All simulations
are performed on the same supercluster with two AMD Epyc™ 7742s and two NVIDIA
Quadro RTX™ 6000s to ensure comparable results. However, FAME-GPU is the only im-
plementation capable of leveraging GPU acceleration, which gives an inherent advantage
over MPB. Since this is a constant factor difference the measurements still meaningfully
indicate the computational complexity of the algorithm. Furthermore, the model of GPU
is quite common in high-end scientific computing, which means the computing time re-
quired for FAME-GPU with GPU acceleration is critical for determining whether FAME
is an adequate replacement for MPB for optical researchers. The computing times are
retrieved from the outputs of the respective software packages. FAME outputs the time
required for each wave-vector, which are added to calculate the average. With MPB the
initialization time is subtracted from the total time and the result is divided by the to-
tal amount of wave-vectors to determine the average. This is because MPB only gives
time in whole seconds, so results for individual wave-vectors at small resolutions are not
meaningful.

Finally we compare the accuracy of the resulting band structures. We compare both the
frequencies that make up the band structures, which are equivalent to the eigenvalues
the NFSEP, as well as the electrical fields themselves. In order to determine accuracy we
compare these against the values generated by a reference simulation using MPB, at a
resolution of 240×360×240 for the 3D crystals and 1000×1000×1 for the 2D case, both
much higher than the testing simulations. This ensures the error induced by numerical
approximations is much lower, and thus the error between the reference value and the true
value will not significantly affect the magnitude of the error between the reference values
and the testing values. The scripts for the reference values were provided by M. Kozon,
and used identically for the MPB tests to ensure the structures were still the same.

The eigenvalues are real numbers, and for each wave-vector there is one for each band,
so an adequate way to compare them is by taking the Mean Squared Error (MSE) of all
values. For a given resolution, if B is the set of bands, W is the set of wave-vectors, and
λtest(w, b) and λref (w, b) are the eigenvalues at wave-vector w corresponding to band b in
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the test measurements and reference data respectively, then the MSE is given by:

σm :=
1

|W |
∑
w∈W

1

|B|
∑
b∈B

(λtest(w, b)− λref (w, b))
2. (3)

With this we can compare the MSEs of FAME and MPB for all tested resolutions. In
order to compare individual frequency bands we will also use relative error:

σr(w, b) :=
|λtest(w, b)− λref (w, b)|

λref (w, b)
. (4)

This will allow us to see if a pattern in the MSE is caused by a trend among all frequency
bands or by an outlier with a high error. Of course (4) is undefined if λref (w, b) = 0, but
in practice this is not an issue since there are very few w and b where λref (w, b) = 0, and in
those cases both FAME and MPB also produce a λtest(w, b) of 0, regardless of resolution.
Since there are far too many frequency bands to plot at once for both FAME and MPB we
will only consider the lowest and highest calculated frequency band, the highest calculated
being the 8th lowest of all of the possible bands.

4 Results

Figure 4: Required time for the 2D crystal.

In Figure 4 we see that. FAME is not in the same order of magnitude as MPB for any
of the resolutions. MPB also increases significantly, but not necessarily linearly with the
number of cells, considering that the time required doubles while the number of cells
increases from 20× 20 = 400 to 100× 100 = 10000.

In Figure 5 we see that with the addition of a third dimension we see the required time for
FAME increases much faster, just like the required time for MPB. This is likely because
the total number of cells increases much faster now that there are three dimensions, and
so the total number of calculations is orders of magnitude higher. It seems there is some
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Figure 5: Required time for the inverse woodpile.

constant time per wave-vector that MPB requires and FAME does not. This could be
because MPB’s initialization per wave-vector is much more involved, or it could be one of
the sources of error outlined in Section 5.

Figure 6: Required time for the sharp woodpile.

In Figure 6 the results are very comparable to Figure 5. This is to be expected, since both
have the same number of cells.

In general it seems that FAME performs faster by an approximately constant amount,
which means the advantage of using fame is reduced more the higher the resolution.
Regardless, FAME always seems to perform slightly better, and especially at lower reso-
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lutions, which could be especially valuable when running many different lower resolution
simulations, for instance in an automated search, for instance in an automated search.

Figure 7: MSE of the eigenvalues for the 2D crystal.

In Figure 7 the error of MPB barely changes. This could be because the crystal is 2D
the total number of cells increases less quickly. Thus, the error values for the 2D case do
not change as quickly as for the 3D cases. This is corroborated by the fact that the error
of FAME also ranges much less than in the 3D cases. This is also the only simulation
where FAME’s error is lower than MPB’s, but given the small spread that could simply
be coincidental.

Figure 8: MSE of the eigenvalues for the inverse woodpile.

In Figure 8 we see FAME systematically has a higher error than MPB, but both decrease
at approximately the same rate and are usually within an order of magnitude. Thus it
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seems both FAME and MPB converge to the same reference value but MPB does so faster
and more consistently for higher resolutions.

Figure 9: MSE of the eigenvalues for the sharp woodpile.

In Figure 9 we can see the error of the MPB runs decreases again at approximately the
same rate but the FAME error is much higher than in Figure 8. Since FAME does seem
to converge it is possible FAME is simply converging to a different band structure than
MPB.

Figure 10: Relative error of the eigenvalues for the 2D crystal.

In Figure 10 we see that MPB does seem to have a downward trend, unlike in Figure 7. In
fact, FAME seems to have a slightly higher relative error in general, much to the contrary
of the results in Figure 7.
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Figure 11: Relative error of the eigenvalues for the inverse woodpile.

In Figure 11 we see results very comparable to those of Figure 8. A general downward
trend for both FAME and MPB and FAME consistently having slightly higher error which
spikes at the 64× 64× 64 resolution.

Figure 12: Relative error of the eigenvalues for the sharp woodpile.

In Figure 12 we see that much like in Figure 9 FAME consistently has a much higher error
than MPB. This plot shows this difference is not because of one outlier but rather a trend
among multiple of the frequency bands.
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5 Discussion

There are several possible sources of error affecting that could affect the calculated data.
As mentioned in Section 3, for the time measurements the outputs of the respective soft-
ware packages were used to determine the required time, and MPB only outputs time in
whole seconds. Thus, this lacking accuracy could be the cause for error in the average time
per wave-vector. Similarly, the initialization time is only in whole seconds, which means
the code could systematically be underestimating it, causing some of the constant differ-
ence. This could not cause the entire difference between FAME and MPB, however, since
this would be responsible for at most 1

|W | seconds of error, while the constant difference
between FAME and MPB in Figures 5 and 6 is clearly several seconds.

For the accuracy, firstly, the frequencies and electrical field produced by the high-resolution
MPB simulation for reference values almost certainly vary from the exact value to a certain
degree. As stated in Section 3, this error should be small compared to the measured error of
the tested values, but it could misrepresent the error values. Secondly, since the reference
values were generated using MPB there is a possibility that there is some systematic error
introduced by MPB that does not depend on resolution, which artificially reduces the
measured error in MPB’s test values. Especially in the case of Figure 9 it is possible that
the large error is caused by one of the packages improperly handling crystals with sharp
edges, but even then it is unclear which of the packages is at fault. However, in this case
it would be possible but unlikely that such an error would not depend on resolution, so
since MPB attains such a low error, FAME is the more plausible candidate.

In order to implement the sharp woodpile crystal in FAME, some alterations to the source
code were required, since by default only crystals that are unions of spheres and cylinders
are supported. These alterations are presented in Appendix A. However, the fact that
only spheres and cylinders are supported in the base code might be another reason for an
optics researcher to prefer working with MPB over FAME. The FAME package has more
such restrictions, such as the fact that although the FAME algorithm as described in [9]
can calculate the frequency bands corresponding to any wave-vector, the FAME package
can only calculate the band structure along the set of wave-vectors that make up the
Brillouin path, and a configurable amount of wave-vectors in between. This is useful for
plotting band structures, since this is exactly the set required to plot a band structure, but
it is inconvenient when only a few of these wave-vectors are required, since calculations
must be done for all of them. Furthermore, it means that the FAME package cannot
calculate the frequency bands at a wave-vector not on the Brillouin path unless the user
modifies the source code, even though the FAME algorithm is perfectly suitable for these
wave-vectors. These issues do not reflect upon the FAME algorithm itself, but could be
worth considering for researchers whose goals would require nontrivial modification of the
source code for the FAME package, as in these cases MPB would likely be preferable.
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6 Conclusion

From the results we can clearly see that FAME has a reduced computation time over
MPB in most cases, but this effect wanes for higher resolutions. Furthermore, FAME
generally produces a higher error than MPB, with only one exception. Especially given
the magnitude of the additional error in the case of the sharp woodpile, when compared
to the relatively small improvement in computing time, FAME is likely not a suitable
replacement for MPB when working with high resolution simulations. However, due to
the high relative performance improvement at low resolutions FAME could have valuable
use in situations where many different simulations have to be run and the higher error
from low resolutions is not an issue.
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Appendix

A Code alteration for blocks in FAME

By default the FAME package does not support crystals that are not unions of spheres
and cylinders. Although the algorithm outlined in [9] is completely compatible with other
crystals, those who wish to simulate such crystals using FAME would have to alter the
source code to add additional shapes. In order to add support for blocks so that the sharp
woodpile can be simulated we have simply adjusted the normal test whether a point is
contained in a cylinder to use the L∞ norm (∥v−w∥ = max{|v1−w1|, |v2−w2|, |v3−w3|})
instead, essentially turning the cylinder into a block along the Cartesian axes. This new
version of the code no longer supports ordinary cylinders, but the given function can easily
be renamed and added alongside the old cylinder function. In this case the user would
also have to add support for an additional type of shape in the internal data structures
and in the parser for material data files.

int cylinder_handle(realCPU ptx, realCPU pty, realCPU ptz, realCPU* lattice_vec_a, MATERIAL Material, int kind)

{

int i, sum = 0, flag = 0;

int shiftx, shifty, shiftz;

realCPU ctx, cty, ctz, cbx, cby, cbz;

realCPU temp, distance;

for(i = 0; i < kind; i++)

sum += Material.cylinder_num[i];

for(i = sum; i < sum + Material.cylinder_num[kind]; i++)

{

for(shiftx = -1; shiftx <= 1; shiftx++)

for(shifty = -1; shifty <= 1; shifty++)

for(shiftz = -1; shiftz <= 1; shiftz++)

{

ctx = (Material.cylinder_top_centers[i * 3] + shiftx) * lattice_vec_a[0] + (Material.cylinder_top_centers[i

* 3 + 1] + shifty) * lattice_vec_a[3] + (Material.cylinder_top_centers[i * 3 + 2] + shiftz) * lattice_vec_a[6];

cty = (Material.cylinder_top_centers[i * 3] + shiftx) * lattice_vec_a[1] + (Material.cylinder_top_centers[i

* 3 + 1] + shifty) * lattice_vec_a[4] + (Material.cylinder_top_centers[i * 3 + 2] + shiftz) * lattice_vec_a[7];

ctz = (Material.cylinder_top_centers[i * 3] + shiftx) * lattice_vec_a[2] + (Material.cylinder_top_centers[i

* 3 + 1] + shifty) * lattice_vec_a[5] + (Material.cylinder_top_centers[i * 3 + 2] + shiftz) * lattice_vec_a[8];

cbx = (Material.cylinder_bot_centers[i * 3] + shiftx) * lattice_vec_a[0] + (Material.cylinder_bot_centers[i

* 3 + 1] + shifty) * lattice_vec_a[3] + (Material.cylinder_bot_centers[i * 3 + 2] + shiftz) * lattice_vec_a[6];

cby = (Material.cylinder_bot_centers[i * 3] + shiftx) * lattice_vec_a[1] + (Material.cylinder_bot_centers[i

* 3 + 1] + shifty) * lattice_vec_a[4] + (Material.cylinder_bot_centers[i * 3 + 2] + shiftz) * lattice_vec_a[7];

cbz = (Material.cylinder_bot_centers[i * 3] + shiftx) * lattice_vec_a[2] + (Material.cylinder_bot_centers[i

* 3 + 1] + shifty) * lattice_vec_a[5] + (Material.cylinder_bot_centers[i * 3 + 2] + shiftz) * lattice_vec_a[8];

temp = ((ptx - ctx) * (cbx - ctx) + (pty - cty) * (cby - cty) + (ptz - ctz) * (cbz - ctz)) / (pow(cbx - ctx,

2) + pow(cby - cty, 2) + pow(cbz - ctz, 2));

if(0.0 <= temp && temp <= 1.0)

{

// changed portion:

distance = max(

max(abs(ctx + temp * (cbx - ctx) - ptx), abs(cty + temp * (cby - cty) - pty)),

abs(ctz + temp * (cbz - ctz) - ptz)

);

if(distance <= Material.cylinder_radius[i])

{

flag = 1;

break;

}

}

}

}

return flag;

}
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